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Abstract

The f e a s i b i l i t y of using an anode wire and surround-
ing e l ec trodes in d r i c t chambers as a transmission l ine
for second coordinate readout has been s tudied . The
aethod i s based on propagation of the electromagnetic
wave along the anode wire . The pos i t ion of the ava-
lanche along the anode wire i s determined by aeasure-
ment, in an optimized e l ec t ron ic readout sy s t e> , of
the tiaie d i f ference between the arr iva l s of the s ignal
to the ends of the wire . The reso lut ion obtained on
long wires (~ 2 .-neters) i s about 2 ca -TfflM for sinuaun
ioniz ing p a r t i c l e s a t a gas gain of z- !QJ.

Introduction

Posit ion measurement by determination of the e l e c -
tron d r i f t t i a e in a i r i f t chamber appears to be the
most pract ica l way for charged p a r t i c l e aionentua mea-
surement in c o l l i d i n g beam experiments. The require-
ment on the pos i t ion reso lut ion in the d irec t ion of the
magnetic deflection (usually izinuthal) is difficult to
achieve by any other methods.

The problem irises in determining the second co-
ordinate along the anode wire. The second coordinate
is used to define the angle of the particle track and
to establish the consistency of its recognition. Usu-
ally a lower position accuracy is sufficient for this
direction.

Considerable effort has been put into the second
coordinate readout. The known methods can be divided
into two groups. The methods within the first group
uti l izes the signal induced on the- cathode for the
second coordinate measurement. The cathode strips
and delay lines parallel to the anode wire2 are the
methods aost frequently used.

The cathode strips OTsthod presents well known
labiguity problems and therefore reconstruction dif-
ficulties for miltiparticie events. The delay line
parallel to the anode o n l ia i t the rate capability
and its presence can interfere with the drift field
requirements. Moreover, s l l methods within the first
group require additional material within the drift
chamber volume. This complicates considerably the
mechanical construction of the chamber and introduces
multiple scattering which may finally limit the pre-
cision of the momentum measurement.

The methods within the second group uti l ize the
anode signal for the .second coordinate readout a:, i so
do not require any additional material in the particle
path. The position determination by charge division3

and rise time* are "conventional" methods of the second
group. 3oth stechods require the resistive anode md
give the constant relative error 'Jl: for a given signal
charge. The rise time method depends crit ical ly on al l
parasitic capacitances and inductances in the chamber

construction and connections *>i '.'"-•? wires to the pre-
aapliflcrs which sake the aethod : vss suitable i<or itb«/
application to the large drift chi-bez systems.

The purpose of this paper is to 4eveE<t»p. stud:? it a"-
performance, and the practical aspects of "he s<-c:rj
coordinate measurement by ciaing of the elecrrans.s.'neii'c
wave propagating along the anode wire "direct tS~,inx,).
The aethod belongs to the second group, i.<e.n •sei :•;--'
.anode signal, and therefore does not complicate the
mechanical construction oi the citjaaber jr.d iz*ri oat
require any additional aaterial within the cha-kei.

The direct tiaaing method measures the sec-ma co-
ordinate by measuring the tirse difference betveea tS«
signals arriving at: each end -or the -snode wire. It 'can
be viewed as a delay line readout isethod, idler? tfte
anode plus surrounding alectro<:3s are <use<S 3S i trsns-
aission l ine. Since the -sethed is Siaseii on tiae ~en-
sureaent, i t is explicitly consistent with the drift
time measurement. Hie resolution of the direct t;-i=^
T.ethod, Ut, is expected tc be largely indepejjdenit of
rhe length of the Hire for a given signal charts, *fciere-
fore this Method should be preferable for lar^e :na f̂cer
systems.

Principle of the Method

The aethod uses the anode and the surrnuading vl-jc-
trode(si configuration as a delay line. Since the 31^231
propagages with the speed of light along the wira, the
tiaing accuracy and stability throughout the 3i^jial pro-
cessing chain is require!? in a. very short tine »ca3e
(one centimeter of length corresponds to as 67 pioosecead-3

The aethod recuires identical fast preamplifiers,
shaping amplifiers, and fast iiocri^inators at ;J-;5I -,-T.i
of the wire. The tine difference between the discrim-
inator signals is the measure of the !>ositi<3O alcng the
wire.

Figure 1 illustrates "he principle .of the aethed.
The preamplifier signals resulting troo 33Fe ss-raws jr-i
shown. The upper trace of the oscilloscope picture
displays the signal fron .one -jnd oc J 2.2 raeter Icon.
wire, the lower trace displays tEie si'gnal ircsi t!ie .at5:er
end. The oscilloscope was triggered by the -pp-̂ r trsco
signal only. Relatively good tiaing "> aarraw spr«i«i
at one point) vas achieved for the Sower trace signal in
spite of the wide distribution in the pilse height: and
the rise tine. This is due to the fact that both
fiers receive identical signals and Jniy the re
fining enters into the position eeJsurcacnta. This
"compensation affect" tenJs to relax ŜORM at the re
ments on the •1i*cri--ain»tor perfo
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Analysis of the Method

Direct tiaiag is an cxtrene case <oc she JeiUw
method of the position sensing. The ieJay line readout
aethod has seen studied previius ly. "3 ^i* reuiutLm -s
determined l*t*el» by the si^nal-i.a-r.oSse x&tt-a* Th«
delay lint is -i nondit*i?atlve posieion jcncini ^cdi-ac
in principle. The noise in, the Hne i« ^eneratei in i!v;
t«rainatlons anal in the laplif iers. ~3 .«chi«»« s<*t *««
resolution we hawi to: tV< tenln«r.« 'At lint vithvut



adding diasipative elements and (2) realize she optimum
filter ior timing.

The -Ttethod for terminating; transmission tine* with
•'•jleatranlcally coaled" preamplifiers was developed and
itr, theory 13 described elsewhere.^ In principle, the
resistive termination is realized by a capacitance in
i iondback of an integrating 'charge) amplifier. (The
circuitry of the "electronically cooled" preamplifier
will be presented later.)

:he existenca of thrs apciaua timing filter for
s»as uraportionj: detectors represents a puzzling prob-
!«•>. A tenainnted transiaisaion line is a resistive
load to chc preamplifier input: 30 the noise is white.
The opsiaiun filter for timing is the derivative of the
apticun filter for a amplitude measurement. The onti-
niun filter for a amplitude measurement in the presence
of white noise is a mirror image In time of the signal
wave torn at the preamplifier input. The convolution
results in -1 bipolar response with maxinua slope -it the
aero crossing, which leads co the well known antlwalk
properties.

The variety of the signal waveform is the main
reason that we could not apply optimum filtering to the
direct tiaing r.ethoU.

Two examples of the signal current waveform are
shown in Fig. 2. The waveform tor each ionizing
particle is a superposition of the waveforms from the
individual ionization clusters as they arrive ac the
anode. We could not find any suitable "average" wave-
form for which optimized signal processing improved
timing for all waveforms compared with the timing of a
simple leading edge discriminator. (The waveform at
the input of the leading edge discriminator was, of
course, filtered to limit the bandwidth of the system.)

The optimum filter for timing uses a priori
knowledge of the signal waveform. The leading edge
discriminator system, on the other hand, uses only the
very tir3t part of the signal waveform, tfe believe
that the better performance of the leading edge dis-
crininator technique is a quantitative confirmation of
the large variety of the signal wavefornu from gas pro-
portional detectors. The only common feature for all
signals is the fast rise time due to the first cluster.
Because we are interested only In the time difference,
the "compensation effect" for the leading edge method
is an adequate substitution for rhe antiwalk property
of the optimum filtering. (The leading edge timing is
also the timing used for the standard drift time mea-
surement, so this convenience simplifies the design of
thi signal processing for a drift chamber system.)

The line termination in the frequencies of inter-
est requires special attention. Any preamplifier,
being a charge-sensitive device, has a capacitance at
its input. A real amplifier has also the stray capac-
itance of the layout, etc. In our case, the total
capacitance of the termination was about 3 pF. The
capacitance of the termination corresponds to th« ca-
pacitance of ! o of she line, or at f • 160 MHz an
impedance Z ' H O C which is substantially smaller Than
the transmission line impedance Z o • 360C.

The termination of the line 1* vary important for
the position measurement cloce to th« Una end. If the
injected signal la so close to the A-end of the vice
(for jxaapte) that the reflection from the A-end ar-
rives to the 8-«nd before the direct signal has reached
t"-.e threshold value, the signal waveform a* the B~»nd
is distorted and the "compensation effect" Is lost,
This results In serious degradation of the position
resolution dote to the ends of the wire.

The line termination was improved Sat the expense
of che bandwidth) !>y inserting to Inductance L • Z5C
between the end of the wire and the preamplifier «l* U
the line Impedance, C I* the total capacitance of tne
termination). The Insertion can be viewed a* * new
element of the delay line, uhich continue* the deiay
line with the same Impedance. Figure 3<a) shows the
schematic of the transmission line with a termination
network at each end. The resistive termination va*
realized by a capacitor in feedback. Use only noite
source added Is the preamplifier noise which is Zuaped
into the voltage aoise source e,,. Because of the feed-
back, die equivalent series noise /oltage appears at
the termination In series with the "cooled" termination
resistance. Figure 3<T>) shows an equivalent syseea for
the noise analysis. The real amplifier with feedback
was replaced by an indeal noiseless amplifier with zero
input impedance, noiseless termination Z o, and noise
source e n in series. There is also an additional noise
as a consequence of the wire resistivity. For simplicity,
the noise connected vith the dissipation in the wire was
lumped into two noise sources e-j. and e^j at the lex:
and the right end of the wire.

The filtering, due to the circuitry following tee
preamplifier (not shown In Fig. 3), can be described by
a simple transfer function ia the Laplace detain
°<s>shaping out/i<3)preamp la " A/(l*sTF), where A is
a constant describing the gain of the system and Tp
integration time constant.

The detail noise analysis is straightforward but
cumbersome. Here we will give only results of the
analysis for a special case where the filtering time
constant Tp is equal zo ',

T. • " « 2 C ,
F o

where Z is the line impedance and C is the total
capacitance at the termination, normalizing to the
pulse injection into the delay line, the equivalent
noise charge, for example, at the left end of the wire
can be written,

(ESC) L - fL
~ ~ / C ^ 0 0 3 " * 1 " }

^

>
where e^, " 4kTR is the noise power density if the
preamplifier itself;

e~ » -iicTR. is the noise power density of che ore-
nn 3

amplifier at the other end;

is the noise pever density of
2 2 . 2

*TM *ar ewi —"»
the wire (R.. is wire resistance).

Ml

For the leading edge timing acthod, the tame »=re/d is
glvtn as,

; c J / 2 - : 4 -
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vh*r« SLOPE " 0 .9i / - i s the slop* of the signal at th«
discriminating input due to the delta pulse injected
into th« wire; Qs i t the signal charge uacd for ciaing,
chat i s , tht chars* arriving within clow =- *. The
position resolution is determined by th« tlaing error
irota the two ends. Due to the presence ox I and C at
the line termination, the nois? at each end is dominated
by the noise casing fr<a i ts own preamplifier, so the
noise item two ends are practically uncorreiated.

Thus,

-
(3)

where c. is the speed of light, We would like to stress
that Q3"is only a small part of the total signal charge.
As was already mentioned, the direct timing uses only
the "first cluster" arriving to the wire. Qs is a
portion of the charge due to the "first cluster". As
is known,"' the charge as a function of time for a point
ionization in <i cylindrical field is given by

Q(t) Zr. ( l+t/t t c t (•=•

as law as practical and (3) using all transistors -.-ith
such bias current that fj of «ach transistor is Jt least
2 O»s. Because the resistive termination by capacitance
feedback integrate* the input current, there is a dif-
ferentiation with a cise constant T r between two stages
of the amplifier.

The response of the preamplifier to the calibration
pulse injected between the inductance mi the first
transistor of the amplifier is shown ia fig. 30»). The
calculated response (for a special case T_ • ') has a

fora V ,-tl-
observed wavefon.

_U-cos{t / - ) ) j which closely f i t s the

The noise performance of the open input configura-
tion was also tested^. The pulse response in this case
is V x ZQ t/~ • e"£j , jnd keeping the notation oi the
previous section we can write

ESC
1 - Zo

/ . 2

- '•

The measured value of EKC was about 1100 electrons
which agrees well with an expected value oi eea

(4) series noise resistance of 60T— (« 10S excess •oi the
noise.)

where a is wire (anode) radius

b is the cathode radius

_ a~,>. (b/a>

j.^ is the mobility of the positive ions

7 is the voltage between the electrodes
o

Q is the total amplified charge.

For a practical case t 3ns,

(5)

In principle, each ionisaticn cluster along the
particle track contains position information as to where
the particle track is along the wire. If the signal
from all the clusters for each particle could be used
in the aeasureaent of the second coordinate a better
position resolution could be achieved at a lever gas
gain.

He have studied the feasibility of the readout
systea which uses aore than the first cluster for the
measurement of the second coordinate. After observing
about 100 waveforms on the storage oscilloscope, we
have concluded that an improvement of about a factor
~ 1.5 as compared with the first cluster method can be
achieved. The sain reason for such a small improvement
is the diffusion of the primary ionization from position
Inside the chamber further away from the wire. The dif-
fusion degrades the rise tine of the signal which nakes
them less valuable for the direct timing method.

Preamalifier

The diagram of the preamplifier with a cooled
termination la jhown in Fig. •*. It is a faster version
of the preamplifier previously described.3 Special at-
tention was paid (1) Co keeping tht input capacitance

Figure 5 shows the aulse response of the
base input preamplifier.' With this cenfiguration,
the input capacitance problems are greatly reduced, so
no inductance is needed and the pulse response is
faster. Unfortunately, to terminate the line we need
a physical resistor and the noi^e of the resistor aore
than cancels the aerit of a faste*- response. The mea-
sured position resolution of Che i_annon base termination
is about 607, worse than the resolution achieved with the
cooled termination for the sane signal charge.

Results

The properties of the readout were studied with an
experimental cylindrical detector as a aodei of a single
cell of a drift chamber with the following parameters:
length K * 217 ca, anode diameter 25 and 59 u .'anode
wire resistance 220 and 57'), cathode diameter 1? =za,
gas 82" Ar, 107, CHj., and 37= aethylal.

The schematic diagram of the setup used for the
aeasurenent is shown in Fig. 6. The p.eaapiifier at
each end of the wire was followed by an ORTEC AH 302,KL-
amplifier and Chronetics model 131 discriminator. The
time differences were measured by an ORTEC 467 TAC
followed by a multichannel analyzer. An electron from
90sr penetrates the chamber and triggers the scintillation
counter. The chamber signal propagates along the anode
wire. The signal froa one end starts and the signal fron
the other end, after a suitable delay, scops the Ciae-
to-amplitude converter. The number of triggers ia the
scintillation counter as well as the nuaber of coinci-
dences froB both ends of Che chamber, plus the scintil-
lation counter, were scaled to measure the efficiency
of the method. During the test, the gas gain and the
discriminator threshold were kept at such a level that
the efficiency was at least 98".

As expected, the readout is linear, that is, the
position is a linear function of the time difference.
The pulse height analyzer displays s£ the measured
position resolution with the linear and logarithmic
vertical scales are shown in Fig. ?. The xeisureaent
was taken with a 30 a wire ind the gas gain i x ID4

(charge integrated for 2 _ s ) . The peaks arc not Jaussian
and arc broader towards the wire ends. Figure 3 short
the resolution as a. function of the position along th*
wire for the different value* of th* inductance ia tht



series with the line termination. Figure g(a) (hows
che full width at half maximum. Figure 3(b) above the
& U width at one tenth of the •»»!••• the reaults
are alaoet independent of the inductance at the middle
of the chamber, but close to the chamber end the beat
resolution was measured with 1 uH inductance. (L-. •
ZOC - C350TO

2 • 8pF i 1 M.) Theory

The loss of the resolution near the wide end is
due to an imperfect line termination aa previously
mentioned. A reflected signal arrives to the fer end
of the wire with an inversion of the polarity. The
effect of its combination with the direct signal is to
delay the trigger froa the discriminator. The increased
delay puts the measured position further away from the
center. If particles pass close to the chamber end, the
resolution has a tail which is outside the chamber. He
can use information about the physical length of die
chaaber to improve the position resolution near the end.
The dotted lines in Fig. 8<b) show the imwimtsi possible
er. or (expressed as full width at tenth msTimv) if the
ion^ation is assumed to be inside the chamber.

Let us compare the meaaured results with the limits
of che resolution due to the noise. Substituting into
elation (1) Z Q - 3500, C - 8 pF, By • 57(5 and IL - 600,
we obtain EMC of 2000 electrons (measured value 2400
electrons). Assuming the mean "first cluster size"" of
12 electrons, at the gas gain 9 x 10*, the Q s according
to relation (S) is 11 x 10* electrons which gives A4RMS"
1.2 cm which is in good agreement with the measured
value. The measured distribution is not a Gaussian, so
the simple relation between FWHM and SMS values does not
exist.

The resolution obtained with 25u W gold plated wire
was about the same as the quoted resolution obtained
with 50u wire of the same material. The smaller diame-
ter wire adds more noise to the system due to its higher
resistance. On the other hand, the time development of
the signal charge is faster on the smaller wire due to
the smaller value of the t0 constant as follows from
relation (4). For the same gas gain, a chamber with
25u wire delivers larger signal charge Q s for the mea-
surement than a chamber with a 50U wire. The signal
increase compensates fcr the higher noise in the system.

The attenuation of the signal along the wire was
not a problem. In a first approximation, the attenuation
lowers the amplitude of the signal arriving to the wire
end linearly with the distance traveled. This attenua-
tion causes a delay in the discriminator triggering
which is also proportional to the distance travelsd by
the signal. The overall effect, in a first approxima-
tion, is just a slight decrease of the apparent velocity
of the signal propagation along the wire.

It is interesting to compare the direct timing and
charge division aethods. The charge division method
gives the relative error, which depends on the total
avalanche size,

FWBM
(7)

The constant k depends on the details of the filtering,
but foraa practical system has almost a universal value
of .VU.

The precision of the direct timing method in the
case of a small 1 1 M dispersion is independent of the
wire length and depends only on the charge of the "first
cluster". (Halation [3])

Combining relations (7) and (3), we can find a

length of th* w i n for which both methods give the
same position resolution.

% ' 250 \ . »>

when 9 U th* gap width (cathode-cached* distance)
of the Chamber or the length of the loalzatlom track
within th* chamber for more complicated thamfcer nso>
metrics.

If a system under consideration has th* wit* longer
than 4m, direct timing can be preferable to th* charge
division (for Hg - 1 cm, JT̂ Q - 2.5 m).

Conclusions

Th* feasibility of the second coordinate measurement
In drift chambers by timing of th* electromagnetic wave
propagating along th* anode wire was demonstrated. For
the gas gain typically used in th* proportional chambers
th* position resolution i s largely limited by the e lec-
tronic noise. Certain deterioration of th* position
resolution closer to the end of th* chamber is connected
with the imperfect line termination due to th* input
capacitance of th* preamplifier. This input capacitance
also degrades the noise performance, therefore limiting
th* position resolution.

In the limit of a small line dispersion, th* posi-
tion resolution of th* direct timing method i s indepen-
dent of the wire length. As i s known, th* charge divi-
sion method gives a constant relative error bXlK. A
formula fcr a cri t ical wire length above which th* direct
timing can give th* better resolution than the charge
division method was found.

Th* rat* capabilities of both methods arc limited
by the physics of the ionlzation and th* drift of th*
electrons in the gases of th* drift chamber.

Th* motivating discussions with R. Palmer about the
use of the method and with J. Fischer and A. H. Halenta
about th* processes of the ionlzation and drift in gases
are gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig*. 2(a),2(b). Signal waveforBS at the output of
the preamplifier for two sanplcs

f a i n i a u ionizing particles.

• • B -

Fig. 1. Signal due to a 55Fe x-ray fro»
the preaapllfiars at both ends of
the chamber. Fast oacllloscopa
(Tektronix 7104) was triggered by
the upper trace only. Ha can see
that a good timing can be achieved
on the lower trace in spite of the
wide distribution of the pulse
height and risa time. HM.auari.KC

Fit. 3. Schesttttlca of the anode surrounding
electmc'aa configuration as a delay
line for the analysis of the direct
timing Mtho*. (a) Real resistive
delay lime and • feedback termination;
0>) eanlvalent conflaarstton.
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* SELECTED
BASE OF T4 IS KEPT WITHIN i l V

'ig. 4. Preamplifier for cooled tcrainatioo. Special tffort was nadc to k««p cb* input capacitance as
low as practical and to uie all tranaia or» with £p > 2 G8x. DifferenCiaeion betiwea two aca(*s
of Che preaaplifier can-tela the tntegration effect of the first state.

Fir,. 5(a). Pulse response of the preamplifier vlth
cooled terminal:ion. Calculated wave-
fora « e"c'"i ( l -cos(t /-)j , - a. 3 na.

Fig. 5(b). Pulse response of the COSBOB base
aaplifier. Theoretical wave fora
•"*'" - t in(e/-) .

Fit. 6.

The letup uaed for study-
lag the direct tialnf
Mthed. With the ex-
cept loa of the prssf UfUr,
only cossserclal waic* were
used. Two scaUct war*
used to check the •tilcUmcr
of the Mthed.
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ANOOC

?ig. 3(a). Full width at half -u»l»«i (FWHX) as 3
function of the position a Ion? the vire
for the direct lining aethod.

Fig* 7. Pulse height analyzer display of Che
position ^casurenent with the ^°Sr
source placed at different positions
along the wire, "pper part, linear
display; lower part, logarithaic
display. Kote a nonGaussian character
of Che peaks.

5O* M00C "1
v̂ M « * ' a r m or -•« POSIT-M

*osinoN M.0WB urine («ao

3<b). Full vidih ac tenth or raxiaua ;?VH!1>
is i function of the position altone,
the utre. Dashed line* represent :he
•Mxirjtm possible error close £9 th«
end s^ c^e wire following fran che
constraint that the particle passed
vithia the chaaber.


